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Signs of the times at S.U.
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Introduction to Production Activities
tering freshmen. Students will
be assigned testing rooms as
they leave the President's Wel-

The theme for S.U.'s 76th annual freshman orientation week
is "Class of '71: Your Introduction to Production."
The variety of activities planned by Dennis Healy, general
chairman, incudes dances, movies, social hour, talent show,
tours, student discussions and
conferences with advisers.
In addition to a full schedule
of orientation events, freshmen
will face a number of test and
lecture sessions by University
staff members, aimed at making registration more intelligi-

ence, 7 p.m., Pigott Aud.

come.
FRESHMAN SOCIAL, 8 p.m.,
ROTC ORIENTATION Assem- Campion Tower Lounge, sponbly. All male students must re- sored by Spurs.
port to the Gym at 11:15a.m.
This meeting will include a WEDNESDAY. SEPT. 27
briefing session, exhibitions by
REGISTRATION for all new
the Drill Team and the Raider students,
8:45 a.m.-3:30 p.m., acCompany. The staff and cadet cording pre-assigned
registrato
leaders will be introducd.
tion numbers. Academic OrienFRESHMAN BANQUET, Cam- tation Program, research paper
pion 6 p.m., Campion Tower dining. Sponsored by the ASSU.

Semi-formal.

ble.

MI
X ER, 9 p.m. Bellarmine
semi-formal and open to

FRIDAY, SEPT. 22

Hall,

freshmen

A welcoming booth will be
open to greet all incoming
freshmen, to hand out welcome
packets, package deal tickets
and receipts. The booth will
function from 9 a.m.-9 p.m. in
Campion lobby.
DINNER, 4: 30 p.m. in Bellarmine Hall for resident students.
MOVIE "Under the Yum Yum
Tree," 7:30 p.m., Pigott Aud.,

3p.m. Tours last one-half hour.

Freshman Leadership Confer-

required, 7 p.m.,
Pigott Aud. A
student -to student discussion.
S.U. students answer questions.
Social Hour follows in the Chieftain.

THURSDAY. SEPT. 28

only.

TUESDAY,SEPT. 26

CLASSES BEGIN, 8 a.m. Con-

sult your schedules. Mass, 12:05
MATHEMATICS Placement, p.m., Chieftain Lounge.
9 a.m., Bannan 401. The mathematics placement program will
FRIDAY. SEPT. 29
be explained. In particular, information will be given concerning College Algebra waiver and
advanced placementin calculus.

FINANCIAL aid information,
a.m., Gym. All students seek11
followed by social.
ing information on scholarships,
loans and part time employSATURDAY, SEPT. 30
SATURDAY. SEPT.23
ment should attend.
ALL-UNIVERSITY Variety
BUSSES FOR CRUISE, l;30
MORNING SESSION, Wash- mine Hall. Admission one
MASS in the Student Union
Show, 7:30 p.m. Pigott Aud. The
ington Pre-College Test, Beanie, for frosh only.
from students' parking lot,
p.m.
show will feature both on-cam- Lounge, 12:10 p.m.
8:45 a.m., Pigott Aud. Required
11th Ave. and E. James St.
SUNDAY, SEPT. 24
pus and professional talent.
of all entering freshmen and
LANGUAGE and Chemistry Included in package deal. ConExaminations,
new transfer students who have
1p.m.
MASSES times posted near
Placement
Halls,
MONDAY.SEPT. 25
fewer than 12 quarter hours of dorm chapels.
L.A. 123, French; L.A. 219 Ger- fessions in Residence
p.m.
college credit.
L.A.
6:
30
man;
Latin;
L.A.
203
and
PRESIDENT'S WELCOME,
PRESIDENT'S Reception at
LUNCH, noon, residence halls. Campion Tower, 2 p.m.-4 p.m., 8:45 a.m., Gymnasium. The pro- 224 Spanish. The test determines
SUNDAY, OCT. 1
or
gram will include a welcoming whether a student with one
freshmen
for
interested
and
of
of
these
hours
one
College
WASHINGTON Pre
address to the class of 1971 by more
TOWN GIRLS tour, leaves
Test, afternoon session, 1p.m.- their parents. Guided tours of the Very Rev. John A. Fitterer, languages in high school may
Marycrest
at 11 a.m. Sack lunch
-3:30 p.m., Pigott Aud.
S.U. campus will be conducted S.J., president of S.U., and an waive part of major or minor
provided.
upperclassmen.
Tours leave introduction of other University requirements in language.
by
DINNER for resident students, from Campion Tower.
officers.
FRESHMAN LEADERSHIP
4:30 p.m., dorms.
ALL SCIENCE majors, exclu- Conference, p.m., Pigott
7
Aud.
students,
DINNER
for
resident
VOCATIONAL
Motivation
BEANIE BALL, Merilee and
sive of engineering and nursing, Freshman Social, 8 p.m., CamTest, 10 a.m. Required of all enthe Turnabouts, 9 p.m. Bellar- 4:30 p.m.
should participate in the Chem- pion
Tower Lounge, sponsored
istry Placement Examination. by Spurs.
The results will be used to help
in the selection of students for
FRIDAY. OCT. 6
the Honors section of Ch 114,
3:3OP.M.— THE ANNUAL
Bannan 102.
A.W.S. Big-Little Sister Tea and
LIBRARY TOURS, 8 a.m., Fashion Show in the Frederick
9 a.m., 10 a.m., 2 p.m. and and Nelson Tea Room.

BEANIE BRIGADE: Members of the orientation committee hand out beanies, the freshman's "mark of distinction," as classes begin.

—
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NBofC checking accounts offer

something special
for Seattle "U"freshmen!
in an

■

mSj&J&r/m

I■Ik iffl
Tour own personalized checks in a handsome— red checkbook

cover emblazoned with the Chieftains emblem free when you
open a checking account at National Bank of Commerce. And
an NBofC checking account gives you much more. It's the
convenient, safe, practical way to manageyour school funds,
enjoy the prestige of having your own personal checks, an
eliminate the need to carry cash.
Here's another thought. Now- jt the start of your collegelife
—is the best time to get toknow your bank,and viceversa.Once
out of college,as you begin to use more of NBofC's services
a savings account, or loans for a car, a home, a business the
banking relationship you make now will be most important.
—
So come see us when you come to school open a handy
checking account. Get your attractive Chieftain-identified
checkbook cover free I

——

First Hill Office Madison at Minor Vemon e. Young.Manager

NBC
NATIONAL iANGC OF COMMENCE*
DEPOSITS INSURED UP TO Slb 000

.

MtMUF H IFDt HAI DEI'OSII INSUHANCt COHPUHAIION

Special Program
Greets Transfers
"An expanded program of
welcome and orientation is
planned for transfer students,"
according to Col. R. K. Lieding,
director of College Relations.
This is S.U.'s second annual
orientationfor transfer students.
Co-chairmanof the orientation
are Kathy Triesch and Larry
Nejasmich, both S.U. students.
Fridav Spnt 22 the residence
am
halls
ha
U win be open
9 pm
committpp on hand At 4- 30 Dm
P
wHI be
in Be r
mine Hall. A movie, "Under the
Yum Yum Tree," will be shown
in Pigott Aud. at 7:30 p.m. This
will be followed by a social in
thp
Thipftain
the Chieftain
Transfer students who need to
take the Washington Pre-College
test may do so, Saturday at 8:45
a.m It is required of transfer
students who have fewer than
12 hours of college credit. Students should report to Pigott
Aud. At 1 p.m., there will be
an afternoon session of the

Ser

from
with' aTelcoZig

served

The Very Rev. John A. Fitterer,
S.J., president of S.U., will deliver a welcoming address in
the campus gymnasium,
At 10 a.m. students may take
a vocational motivation test,
They will be assigned testing
rooms as they leave the president's welcome.

--

Placement Tests: Mathemat-

-

ics> 9 am Tue sday, Sept. 26,
Rm 401 Bannan Bld8- Chem'
pm Tuesday Sept 26
At 12:10 P m> Tuesday. SePl
will be Mass in the
Student Union Lounge

ll?: g. /ere

.

.

-

-

*^

«*__,_-,_
Mniun v afternoon,
c
Sept.
__°N MONDAY
25 *""«'«" students may r
f

advice and counseling. Iff
wish tQ
d
sho£, d notif the office of Col
le Reiations and indicate their
infended majors.
Tuesday, Sept. 26, there will
at 8:30 p-m# in
a
Campion Lounge where student
ieaders will greet new students.
ceive

.

Wednesday, Sept. 27, 9 p.m.,
in Bannan 102, representatives

Washington Pre-College Test.
of the various schools within
On Sunday, Sept. 18, the Pres- the University will meet with
ident's Reception will be at transfer students.
Campion Tower from 2-4 p.m.
Also on Wednesday, there will
Also from 2-4 p.m. campus tours be booths in front of the Bannan
are available for parents and Bldg. and Pigott Bldg. for club
students. The guides will be up- displays and tours of the liperclassmen. All tours leave brary from 9-11 a.m.
from Campion Tower. At 7:30
Library tours will also be
p.m. there will be a variety given on Thursday,Sept. 28 and
Friday, Sept. 29, from 9-11 a.m.
show in Pigott Aud.
Monday,Sept. 25, at 8:45 a.m., and 1-3 p.m.
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Registrar Outlines Registration Procedures
Included among the tasks
involved in attending college is that of registration.Registration procedures can be
simplified if new and returning
students follow the simple guide
lines.
All students are required to

register in person. When reporting for registration, students
should go to the entrance to the
Pigott Auditorium. The time is
designated by the registration
number sent to students who re-

turned the number request card
at the end of spring quarter. Entering students should have obtained their registration numbers when they paid their tuition
deposits of $25.
For the convenience of those
students who have lost and cannot recall their registration

the address label on
this newspapercarries your registration number above your
name. An alphabetical list of REGISTRATION:The intense look on the freshman faces
students and registration numnecessary attitude: care. Anyone
bers will be on University bul- during registration is a
letinboards at registration time. who loses his way in the halls or incorrectly fills out a
REGISTRATION numbers can
9. Pay tuition and fees to
4. Report to advisers on the
be obtained from the registrar's
floor; work out cashier, surrendering all docufifth
or
fourth
Sept.
before
15.
Those
office
students who fail to obtain num- class schedules and obtain ad- ments, and obtain your receipt.
bers will not be permitted to viser's signature on schedule This completes registration.
register until after 3:45p.m. card.
STUDENTS NEED not have
5. Proceed to the third floor adviser forms listing class
Sept. 26. New students without
numbers will not be allowed to via 11th Avenue stairs; obtain schedules prior to fall quarter
class cards in P-353.
register until 3 p.m. Sept. 27.
registration. This will be issued
6. Enter class schedules on on the day of registration.
REGISTRATION proceedings
schedule cards and your name
are as follows:
Class cards will be pulled for
1. Report to the Pigott Aud. on class cards.
each class listed on the class
7. Present all forms to Regis- schedule sheet signed by adat the time assigned.
2. Obtain authorization to reg- trar's checker in Pigott 304 for visers. The class cards are preister and registration material. final approval.
coded with course number and
8. Proceed to Bookstore Build- section. Students should enter
3. Proceed to Aud. and fill in
personal data on registration ing and present class schedule their names on each card, being
cards.
forms.
sure that the correct card for
each class has been obtained
and that the class time and
section number corresponds to
that listed on the adviser's
signed sheet. These cards are
numbers,

Advisers Help Frosh
Plan Future Studies

Entering freshmen can seen only occasionally and one
change advisers every
now benefit from a new, might
quarter.
the adviser with
more extensive advising whom theNow,
first talks
freshman
program at S.U.
at S.U. will stay with the stuDuring the frosh orientation dent through his or her four
week, each new student will be years.
Unless one changes majors,
assigned an adviser. The advisno
adviser switches will occur
er will assist the student in to befuddle
the student.
planning a coherent four-year
Fr.Edmund Morton, S.J., acauniversity program.
demic vice president, argues for
The entire academic system the new system thusly: "Even
at S.U. will be explained to the though a student is motivated,
freshman. The function of the many do not realize what
core program, the relationship courses contribute most to eduof majors and minors, and the cational objectives." The farusefulness of electives will all sightedness of an adviser can
be outlined.
put these objectives into perIn past years, advisers were spective for students.

card could be several hundred dollars poorer, or severely
reprimanded.
Tuition and fees must be paid
on registration day. For those
who fail to make payment on
registrationday a fee of $10 will
be charged and an additional
$10 will be charged for the second and last late day.
STUDENTS registering for
night classes are also required
to obtain registration numbers.

They can be obtained by returning the blue number card
mailed to students at the end of
spring or summer quarter.
Those not enrolled either of
these quarters must file for re-

admission. When readmission
has been granted a registration
number will be sent.
Students who fail to apply for
readmission prior to Sept. 1 will
not be allowed to register until
the last period on Sept. 26, 8-8:30p.m.
Late registration will be permitted only on the first and
second class days of any quarter. With classes scheduled to
begin Thursday, Sept. 28, late
registration will be permitted
only on Thursday and Friday,
Sept. 28 and 29.

Registration
RETURNING STUDENTS
September 26

9:
: am'
1-125
« a.m.
126-250
9:45-10
collected prior to leavingPigott
251-375
10-10:
15
a.m.
and are used to formulate class -376-500
10:15-10: 30 a.m.
lists.
10:30-10:45 a.m.
501-625
IF YOUR name fails to ap- 626-750
10: 45-11 a.m.
pear on the faculty class list 751-875
11-11:15
a.m.
day
of one
for a class on the first
tnnn
n 15-11:
ic li.in. „
876-1000
11:
30 a.m.
class, you should take the red 1001-1125
12:30-12:45 p.m.
receipt with the class listed on 1126-1250
12:45-1 p.m.
registrar's
it and report to the
1251-1375
1-1:15 p.m.
office for verification of the 1376-1500
1:15-1:30 p.m.
class.
1501-1625
1:30-1:45 p.m.
Once a student has filled out 1626-1750
1:45-2 p.m.
the class cards no adjustments 1751-1875
2-2:15 p.m.
or changes will be made on 1876-2000
2:15-2:30 p.m.
registration day. To change a 2001-2125
2:30-2:45 p.m.
students must obtain official 2126-2250
2:45-3 p.m.
change of class cards from the 2251-2375
3-3:15 p.m.
registrar after Sept. 27. Changes 2376-2500
3:15-3:30 p.m.
in course and section must be 2501-2625
3:30-3:45 p.m.
approved by the adviser and a Students without Registration
fee of $10 is charged for the Numbers
3:45-4 p.m.
change.

2°« f

NEW STUDENTS

September 27
„
_,1-70
'
n
l4a
141-210
211-280
281-350

-

9:30-9:45 a.m.
in
9:45'
10
am
10-10: 15 a.m.
10:15-10:30 a.m.
10: 30-10:45 a.m.
ln-^n »m
a.m.
111.13-11

im^on
ODI-H4V

,«,.„„
421-490
491-560

iin.i«o
m
11-11.
15 a.m.

11:15-11:30 a.m.
12:30-12:45 a.m.
1245-1
,..' p m

561-630
631 700

.
'"

7nl 77n
m

,1:15-1:30
,!' o Pp.m.

771-840
841-910
911-980
981-1050
1051-1120
1121-1190

1:30-1:45 p.m.
1:45-2 p.m.
2-2:15 p.m.
2:15-2:30 p.m.
2:30-2:45 p.m.
2:45-3 p.m.
1191-1260 ..i
Students without Registration
Numbers
3-3:30 p.m.

Academic Calendar

Student Benefits

Washington Pre-College Test
Last Day to Add or
Saturday (8:30 a.m.) ... Sept. 23
Change a Class
Orientation-New Students
Wednesday
Oct. 4
Monday
SePt- 25 Mass
Holy Spirit
of
the
Registration— Returning
Thursday
Oct 12
Students*-Day
from
a25
cent
disfitting
per
the
who
enrolled
at
the
family
past
Tuition has risen in
are
Day
Last
to
(9:30 a.m.-4p.m.)
year while percentage discounts, University at the same time re- count; four students, $241 each, Tuesday
Remove Incompletes
Sept. 26
cent discount; five
offered to families with more ceive 12.5 per cent discounts, a 31.25 per
Oct 27
Friday
than one student attending S.U., Each would then pay $306 for students, $227 each, 35 per cent Registration-All
$220
off,
students,
Evening
and
six
Students*
quarter.
remain the same.
each
the
AU Saints Day— No Classes
Tuesday (6:30 p.m.-8: 30 p.m.)
Tuition is now $350 per quarwith 37.5 per cent off.
Wednesday
Nov. 1
Sept. 26
The family discount system
ter. According to William AdkisTHREE STUDENTS from the
son, vice president of finance, same family attending the same was inaugurated last year in Orientation— Transfer Students Mid Quarter Examinations
Nov. 2-3
two' students from the same quarter would pay $262, bene- order to speed bookwork in the Wednesday
Sept. 27 Thursday, Friday
<
treasurer's office.
Registration-New
Last Day t0 Withdraw witn w
----------students applying for the dis"ZZI
7»
Wednesday
Nov 8
Seattle University
j count plan must carry 10-16
(9-30 a:mM P m;)
credit hours per quarter. Any
Family Tuition Discount Application
Sept. 27 Thanksgiving Holidays
over 16 will cost $10 per Classes Begin
!i
No Classes
J■ hours
hour, a reduced rate.
Name
Thursday
Sept. 28 Thursday, Friday .... Nov. 23, 24
Day to Register
Immaculate Conception
StatC
City
Address
! BASE TUITIONis reduced be- Last
Day Classes
ria<s<w»!
N
fore scholarship funds are ap- Friday
Sept. 29
I Name
! plied
Dec
Dec> 8
Fnday
plan.
family
in the
All Last Day to Register
!
.„
Wot
Maie
City
| eijgjbie students, whether on a
J Address
Final Examinations
Evening Classes
Dec. 11-14
"- " i scholarship or not, should apply
Monday
Oct. 2 Monday-Thursday
!iName
i for the family reduction plan.
THE ABOVE ARE FINAL DATES. Change, withdrawal or inAccording to the treasurer's
State
City
J Address
J office,
i
it is the student's re- complete removal cards together with fees must be received before
Name
j sponsibility to ask for the re- 4: 30 p.m. on these days. They are not accepted after that time.
duction.
*REGISTRATION IS BY APPOINTMENT NUMBER ONLY.
City
State....
Address
J
Hoping to alleviate long lines Returning day students who fail to obtain an appointment number
J
i Students in the same family enrolled as full time undergraduates
on registration day, the treas- before Friday, Sept. 15, will not be permitted to register until after
yean
{
for
school
S the 1967
urer's office has asked students 3:45 p.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 26. Evening students without numbers
to fiU out the form at left and will not register until after 8 p.m. Sept. 26.
Shirfpnfa nr parents
sienatiirei maj] jt
Student sor nnrmite' signature
New students without appointment numbers will register after
tQ Jhe Trea?urer s Offi.
ce,
3
on Wednesday, Sept. 27. Tuition must be paid on registration
Seattle,
p.m.
guardian
University,
Seattle
legal
Or
!
" Wash. 98122.
day. Late fees ($lO-$2O) are chargedbeginning Thursday, Sept. 28.
_-_-_
'.

Family Discount Explained
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P.E. Complex to Lose Some 'Frills'

have boomed so has the fund
raising drive. The drive origiservices and the lowest was nally was set for one million
nearly a million dollars above dollars. In June the board of
the architects' projected figure. regents upped the goal to two
Two factors caused this unfore- million dollars.
seen credit gap.
THE UNIVERSITY drive now
First, the land purchased by
the University for $300,000 was has netted $675,000 in confirmed
saturated with underground pledges from businesses, alumwater. The square block at ni and friends. In addition there
Fourteenth and Jefferson, once is a $340,000 total in unconthe site of the Catholic Mem- firmed pledges.
By adjusting its sights onto
orial Field, is crisscrossed with
hidden springs. These springs two million dollars, the Unispiraled the building's founda- versity can reduce the deficit
tion cost upward.
on the $1.3 million federal loan
A second budget-breaking fac- much quicker.
tor is the expanding economy
Sketches and re-workingof the
and the parallel rise in con- blueprints for the building
struction rates. Since the P.E.
be complete before
building has been delayed six should
school reconvenes in Fall quarmonths, "construction costs ter.
The approximate date for
have sky-rocketed" according to
completion
the
of the complex
Cullerton.
pushed
must
be
into 1969.
now
While the construction rates

EIGHT CONTRACTING com-

panies submitted costs for their

.

and these cause construction difficulties.
A foundation for the center will now cost
more than previously estimated.

MEMORIAL SPRINGS: Catholic Memorial Field, the site of the future physical
education center, is still undeveloped.The
land is laced with underground springs
By PAT CURRAN
Cliches can be costly.

Certainly ones like "back
to the drawing board" are.
S.U.'s $3.1 million physical-education complex, once a
drawing board reality, now returns to the architect for necessary modifications.
Brian Cullerton, head of University development,states that
these changes in the structure
will not affect the basic layout
of the complex. "However cutting out some of the frills defi-

nitely is in order," he said.
The number of teaching stations will remain at eight. A
station is an area such as a
swimming pool or several basketball courts which can be controlled by one teacher.
THE PROPOSED stations had
included a football area, two
swimming pools, a weight and
exercise room, a handball and
squash area, a gymnastic area,
three basketball and general
purpose courts and two other
basketball courts.
The original plans for the

building called for a three-story
height. There is a likelihood that
the height will drop to two
Parking permits are out;
stories throughan elimination of
S.U.
much of the air space above decals are in at
Last year, students purpools and hardwood courts.
Total footage of the complex chased permits which entitled
will be reduced by 25 per cent. them to an assigned parking
Trimming frills, reducing slot. This year students with
space and lowering height cars will obtain a decal for $5
should bring the building's esti- per quarter which buys them
mated cost and its construction the right to park in any one of
cost into line. A $900,000 gap be- the 268 spaces provided by the
tween the two figures was dis- University.
No student spaces will be recovered when contracting bids
served; cars will park on a firstwere openedJuly 24.
come, first-serve basis.

Clubs Offer Opportunity To ALL
club, has an active social agenStudent clubs can be as
integral to student develop- teachers and Mu Rho Lambda da and serves the music department.
medical record librarians.
ment as class time. Students forPolitically oriented students,
Student actors can emote in
may participate in scholastic depending upon
party allegi- productions for Teatro Inigo.
honoraries, creative, service, ance,
can join the Young Demo- Student writers can submit their
spiritual, academic, political,
crats
or Young Republicans. work for publication in the cammilitary and social and volunRenegades are free to enter pus literary magazine, Fragteer-type clubs.
ments.
New Conservatives.
Volunteers may engage in the
More harried and inquisitive
In the military arenas, both
people-to-people programs such
and female have organiza- writers can join the staff of The
male
as student ambassadors to the tions
on campus. The volunteer Spectator, the twice-weekly stuFar Eastor Los Amigos, a Mexiprogram includes the dent newspaper. Or those stuROTC
can assistance group.
Chieftain Rifles and the Raiders, dents interested in summing up
a special forces division. Co-eds the year can work on the Aegis,
TWO MALE and two female may
school annual.
operate
service clubs
on cam- Bleus.march wth the Burgundy theAlways
available to counteract
pus.
MUSICAL, dramatic and liter- the serious clubs are the socialSpurs selects 35 sophomore
can invest their tal- izers' clubs. The Ski Club, Yacht
women on the basis of activities ary artists
The S.U. Club, Rowing Club, Hiyu Coolin
ents
several
minimum
g.p.a.
and a
2.5
Gam- singers, chorale,clubs.
Madrigal
sing- ees' hiking club, Hawaiian Club,
sophoma Sigma Phi initiates 60
ers,
Pep
the
musiTown Girls and Spirits provide
or
Band
are
more, junior and senior co-eds.
The IntercollegiateKnights and caloutlets. Mu Sigma, the music active fun.
Alpha Phi Omega are open to
nessmen; Pi Tau

all males.
The Christian Activities Program, in its fourth year now,
attempts to inject spiritual activities with vibrancy. Confraternity of Christian Doctrine teachers and the mentally and physically crippledin religious education.

TUTORS HELP the disadvan-

ENTC)
IOSSP
gXXMpTEL

METER PARKING is located
north and south on Broadway.
Non-meter parking for limits of
two hours is on 12th Ave. and
on Madison St.

Student parking decals go on
sale Sept. 20 in the Bookstore.
They can also be purchased on
registrationday.

FOR THOSE well-wheeled and
heeled students who want a permanent parking space, certain
faculty spaces will be available.
These spaces can be purchased
for $5 a month or $40 for the
entire academic year.
The student parking area is
bordered to the south by Campion Tower, the men's dorm; to
the west by Broadway; to the
north by East James Street, and
to the east by 11th Ave. An area
across from the Lemieux Library will be used by students
for the first time this fall.
More independent-mindeddrivers may accept the adventure of

The Spectator
'Published

Wednesdays

and

Fridays during

the school year except on holidays ond during final examinations by students of Seattle
University. Editorial and business offices at
the Spectator-Aegis Building,825 Tenth Ave.,
Seattle, Wash. 98122. Second-class postage
paid at Seattle, Wash. Subscriptions: $4 a
year; close relatives, alumni, $2.75; Canada,
Mexico, $4.50; other foreign, $5 95; airmail
in U.S. $6.85.
Editor: Pat Curran
$laff: Emmett Lane, Earl Lane, Sharon Ferguson, Judy Young, Terry Zaremba, Mike Palondri, Ray Helfsley, Ed McCormick, Dennis
Williams, John Peterson, Mary Ellen Garvey,
Bob Cumbow, Tom Swint, Karen Rosebaugh,
Maryann Frushour, Larry Crumet, Marcia Wai
dron, Mayo McCabe, Judy Strick, Bob
Richter and Don Spadoni.
Adviser: Mary Elayne Grady
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MONTHLY STATEMENTS!
25c MONTHLY
SERV!CE CHARGE
peoples b a n k
CHECKM A S T E R

Terry at
Madison

The New Management
Welcomes Our Close Friend
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY

—
PEOPLES
NATIONAL

* Dunbar
Room
—

BANK

H f""3 H
HII H

Hlk3H

"Family Dining
at its Finest"

* Banquet
Rooms
—

upperclassmen with a 3.5 g.p.a.
or better. Gamma Pi Epsilon is
the Jesuit honor club for junior
and senior women with g.p.a.'s

Top of the Town Room
— Fireside
Room

of 3.5 or above.

CERTAIN CLUBS on campus
affiliated with an academic field
are Colhecon, for home economists: SigmaKappa Pi; Chemistry Club; Marketing Club; Engineers' Club; Mathematics
Club; AlphaKappa Psi for busi-

Alpha for

locating parking spots on the
streets close to S.U. An early
arrival at school and a quick
eye assure success in this venture to find emptymeter space.

1 JHK'^

taged at the St. Peter Claver
Center and work with senior
citizens at Lee House. Sodality,
Ecumenical Society and University Family Action host campus

discussions.
For the academically gifted,
S.U. offers scholarly groups.
Fifteen juniorand senior women,
with a minimum g.p.a. of 3.0
and a record of service to the
University,make up theranks of
Silver Scroll.
Alpha Sigma Nu, national Jesuit honorary, is open to male

New Decols to Permit
IndiscriminateParking

FREE CUSTOMER PARKING & DRIVE-IN WINDOW

Student Rates
Dining

Entertainment

Reservations
MA 2-6400

— 1122 Madison

At our nearby "Seattle U Branch"
(We

call it FIRST HILL

Street)
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Fr. Fitterer Offers
Welcome to Students

Dear Students:
To the returning upperclassmen and those of you
with us for the first time, Ihope that the academic year
1967-68 will be a rewarding and happy experience.
Seattle University has an outstanding and dedicated
faculty, excellent facilities and the desire to assist you
in every possible way in your search for knowledge. I
urge you to take advantage of the opportunity.
May God's blessing be upon all during this challenging year.
Sincerely,
John A. Fitterer, S.J.
President

Prexy 'Opens Door'
To Student Problems

Students with open minds, According to Fr. Fitterer, it was
grievances or questions, do not beneficial to students as well as ADMINISTRATION FACES: Campus
need a key to solve their univer- to himself.
No large issues are solvedbut VlP's include, from left above, Fr. Edsity needs.
the
lines of communication be- mund Morton, S.J., academic vice presiAn open door with released
lock leads to the office of Fr. tween administration and stu- dent; Fr. Joseph Maguire, S.J., director of
Fitterer, S.U. President. Each dent are improved, stated Fr.
student activities and student chaplain,
Monday Fr. Fitterer invites Fitterer.
simply
to
people
Most
come
students and faculty to "drop
talk, Fr. Fittererasserted. Talkin."
The practice of the Monday ing in itself does untangle probopen door was begun last year. lems, though.

and the very Rev. John A. Fitterer, S.J.,
president of S.U. Below are William Adkisson, left, financial vice president, and
Fr Joseph Perri, S.J., vice president of
University relations.

Over 40 Join S. U. Faculty Ranks
More than 40 persons have joined the S.U. faculty,
while 18 current members are leaving.
James W. Robertson, who received his D.B.A. from
U.W. in 1963, will be dean of the School of Business.
Gerald Cleveland, who also received his D.B.A. from
U.W., will be an associate professor of accounting. George phenson, assistant professor of
Eberting will be assistant pro- management.
fessor of statistics, Henry C.
Kuhlman, assistant professor of
marketing, and Harriet B. Ste-

Dr. Paul W. Ellis, new pro-

fessor of economics, received

his Ph.D. from Columbia Uni-

"WELCOME BACK TO CAMPUS"

Follow the tradition
from, frosh to senior
IT'S THE

Large selection of
TOWNE & KING SWEATERS
at popular prices

McCANN'S
Men's and Boys' Shop
1629 6th Ave.

MA 3-0227

5 POINT CLEANERS
FOR 20 YEARS

(Continued on page 7)

Readak Offered

10% Discount All Year 'Round

To Students and Faculty
Just say, "Seattle U," when you bring us your cleaning

We're located across from the Chieftain

1000 E. Madison

versity in 1943. He was formerly
a lecturer. Hildegard R. Hendrickson will be assistant professor of economics and finance.
THE S.U. School of Education
has appointedDr. Ray W. Howard directorof studies. Dr. Howard was superintendent of
schools in Okanogan, Oregon,
Shoreline and Bellevue. He was
the first president of Shoreline
College.
Other new members of the
Schoolof Education will be Lloyd
Elias, professor of education;
Joanne L. Schuck, assistant professor of education, and Sister
M. Eduardo Schultz, C.S.J., assistant professor of education.
Richard T. Schwaegler, associate professor of civil engineering, will arrive at S.U. in January. He will be chairman of the
civil engineering department.
He received his M.S. from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Fr. Paul N. Robinson, S.J.,
will be instructor of English. He
received his M.A. from the Uni-

EA 4-4112

Fr. Edmund Morton, S.J., academic vice president, has announced that Readak Educational Services have been invited to
repeat their rapidreading course
in fall quarter.
The Readak program is designed to teach students to perform at their potential in reading and study skills. The program has been given at S.U.
during the preceding three quarters with over 125 students participating.
Readak counselors will be
available during registration or
one may call EM 4-7730 for more
information.
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Macedonian Grass?

Classic Greek Touch

to

Library

greenery surrounding the Le-

mieux Library. Two large
grassed sections, separated by
a wide walkway, command the
front of the building.
These grassy slopes could be

—
mistaken for football fields
except for the six

shrub beds

flanking them. Two 30-foot high
lamps, capped by metal shaped
like Chinese-coolie hats, cast an
eerie glow on the grass at night.
A bed of rocks, six inches
thick, encompasses the front library windows and piHars. Two
rows of saplings stretch away
to the left of the building.

AT THE LIBRARY'S back, a
wide rock bed appears to tilt the
cliff-like marble inward.
A cluster of large trees, mainly evergreens, almost manages
to obscure the electrical generator located in the lower left
corner of the library lot.
The entire landscaping job required two weeks of labor. The
grounds will grow considerably
to beautify the library.

New Faces in Administration
Affect Academics, Athletics
Changes in the administration this year will include
academics, athletics and plant maintenance.
Fr.James Cowgill, S.J., formerly head of the physics

department, will be acting dean of the graduate school.
The new vice president for finance will be William
Adkisson, replacing Fr. Edmund B. McNulty, S.J.
Adkisson, former controller of a Tacoma insurance
company, is S.U.'s first lay vice president. His appointment was effective July 1.
During the summer, another administrator,Fr. Frank
Costello,
S.J., announced he would leave his post as
B.
executive vice president to return to teaching political
science this fall.
Morris Buckwalter will be the new basketball coach.
He will replace Lionell Purcell. Buckwalter comes from
the University of Utah, where he helped coach from 1958
to 1967.
Replacing Stephen B. Robel as plant manager will
be Capt. James Elson. Chadwick M. Bolender will be the
new supervisor of systems.
Alumni director Timothy H.Harn will leave in September. The new director will be announced then.
New department heads will be Dr. Leo Storm, English, and Fr. William Leßoux, S.J., theology.

Saga Plans Changes in Services

Whether at home or away at
GREEN SCENE: The grass is always greener when you
you must eat. S.U. dorm
school
spend $60,000 on it. The new A. A. Lemieux Library is
students
are fed by Saga Food
completely
landscaped.
now
Service, a food catering firm
staffs, supplies, maintains
By PAT CURRAN
and seeding grass, plus the that serves
at three dorms,
and
produced
the Bellarmine,food
The white marble thrusts movement of trees
Campion
and Maryskyward, the trees bend to recently completed library crest; the Jesuit residence hall,
grounds.
Loyola, and "TheChief" (Stuthe wind and the lengthened
Kobuta Landscaping Co. did dent UnionatBuilding). Saga
grass soaks up water. Classic
Greek scenes and the sun-bright- the work at a cost of $60,000 to serves three meals a day,
breakfast, lunch and dinner, exened Lemieux Library land- the University.
scape present such sights to the
cept on Sunday when it only
THE GREEN CASH used by serves brunch anddinner.
onlooker.
This coming year will be
One-hundred and twenty tons S.U. to finance the landscaping
of rock, days of spading dirt job is surpassed by the deeper Saga's second year on campus.

"WELCOME

Last spring quarter a poll was
conducted and some changes
were suggested. Three main
suggestions were: no wall between the two and three-mealers
at Bellarmine, hamburgers and
hot dogs for lunch (in addition
to the regular meal) and honoring of all meal tickets at all

dorms.

Some major changes have
taken place in the food service
since last year. There will be
only the 21-meal plan. With this
change there will not be a wall

jjff/SP

back

F

in the Bellarmine cafeteria.
Hamburgers and hot dogs will
be served at lunch and dinner
at all the dorms but there will
be no snack bar in Bellarmine.
It is rumored from fairly reliable sources that on previously
chosen days meal tickets will be
honored at the other dorms. At
this time no decision has been
reached. As before, Saga will
employ student help in the
kitchen and on the serving line.
There has been no wage increase.

AND GET

YOUR SMILES

STUDENTS

READY!"
'^-^T

Carol
§

Carol Mukasa
1968 Aegis Editor

We are more than proud to be able to
Serve you again as your Official Aegis Yearbook Photographer.

<^ifev>
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Replica of U. S.:

Youth-Oriented

CHECC Chapter Seeks Eds, Coeds Run OwnGovernment
Revitalized City Council

John Petrie is the publicity director.
Women have a voice on campus too, through the Associated
Women Students. Officers are
Cathy Vanderzicht, president;
Alison Fry, vice president; Marti Reinhart, secretary; Maureen
Eagleson, treasurer, and Peggy
Ann McCarthy, publicity director.
The ASSU president's main
functions include acting as the
official representative of the
students to the administration,
faculty and on and off campus
groups; and assuming responsibility (generally speaking) for
the coordination of all activities.
Executive policy is up to him.

Students interested in local politics should check
into the S.U. chapter of CHECC.
CHECC (Choose an Effective City Council) was
formed earlier this year to initiate changes in the city
government. Most CHECC members are young professional men who feel that the City Council is ruled by
an aging group with stale ideas.
Since CHECC is youth-oriented it naturally gravitates toward college campuses. The S.U. CHECC organization, now in its summer phase, is headed by Mary Jo
Logan.

She has a four-member committee assisting her. On
that committee are Pat Layman,Barb Champoux, Kathy
Triesch and Marilyn Mosman.
These five students form the core of CHECC at the
moment. Their activities center on ringing doorbells,
aiding precinct analysis and clarifying issues.
As September approaches with the advent of municipal elections, the Chieftain CHECCers will intensify their neighborhood canvassing for votes and their
precinct analysis. The canvassing will be primarily for
two candidates: Phyllis Lamphere and Tim Hill.
In July the bi-partisan CHECC organization approved these two as progressive politicians calculated to
enliven the Council. With the approval went the strength
of CHECC in both its financial and manpower resources.
CHECC's financial sources derive from a $10 membership fee not required of college members. College students make their contribution by selling brown CHECC
buttons.
The buttons cost 25 cents.
Anyone interested in joining CHECC should contact
Mary Jo Logan through the ASSU office.

S. U. Faculty Gains. Loses Many Members

Need a Locker?

used to store books,
(Continued from page 5)
rifle bolts or cosmetic wonders,
will be on sale in the ASSU of- versity of Wisconsin.
GRACE J. Hudiburg will befice during registration.
come an assistant professor of
The lockers cost $2 per quar- economics.
New library personnel include
ter.
Gail
K. Demirtas and Loralyn
Previously, lockers were on Young, assistant librarians.
sale in the University BookFr.JohnEdwardKoehler, S.J.,
will be assistant professor of
Lockers,

-
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THE TREASURER doles out
money, besides hopefully keeping an accurate accounting of
the books; the secretary handles
the myriad paperwork; the second vice president works for the
harmony of social and extracurricular activities on campus
and the first vice president, besides assisting the president, asumes the chairmanship of the
right
left
ASSU
officers
from
to
POLITICIANS:
senate.
CAMPUS
Senators, who comprise the
are John Petrie, Publicity Director; Tom Hamilton, Preslegislative
branch meet each
Hindery,
President;
Larry
Inman,
Leo
ident;
First Vice
week. They are: seniors Paul
Treasurer, and Pat Layman, Second Vice President.
Bader, Bob Pigott, Terry Greiner, Ron Perry and Ken Cox;
are,
but
the
as
its
as
government
is
members
S.U.'s student
juniors Doug Smith, Tim Davis,
body
demands.
patterned after that of student
Charles Sudar, Ted O'Donnell,
the United States, with execusophotive, legislative and judicial
ASSU OFFICERS are elected and Theresa Mcßride;
Mills,
Dennis
Dave
as
are
mores
spring
quarter,
seneach
branches.
The main difference of course, ators. Terms run through the Healy, Jack Fisher and Thorn
in S.U.'s replica government, is summer to the following spring. O'Rourke.
The judicial branch, whose
Present ASSU officers are
pointed out in its title: STUcompose a board, inDENT government. Therefore, Tom Hamilton, president; Larry members
although its functions are many, Inman, first vice president cludes three members each of
diverse and important to a vital (whose duties include chairman- the sophomore, junior and senapcampus, it is a learning ground, ship of the senate); Pat Lay- ior classes. Its members are
pointed.
The
board
meets
over
president;
man,
vice
in
second
and should be understood
constithat light. The student govern- Barbara Champoux, secretary, problems in legislative
or election disputes.
ment will be as good, not only and Leo Hindery, treasurer. tutionality
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mathematics. New instructorsof
mathematics will be Bertha
B. Thompson and Nancy M. Van
Ness.
Col. John L. Robinson will be
professor of military science.
New assistant professors of military science include Capt. Rob-

ROSE ANN Lang and Theresa
S. Lutzer will be instructors of
nursing. Beverley J. Price will
be an assistant professor of
nursing.
John P. Burke and Fr.Michael
M. Casey, S.J., will each be an
ert P. Fertiani, Capt. Eugene L. instructor in philosophy.Fr. Leo
Oliver and Maj. Robert C. B. Kaufmann, S.J., will be an
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associate professor of

Wilson.
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come in and give us
a chance to show
you
e nes^ ser "

vice and biggest
smile in town."

Herb's Campus Shell
Open
6 am. to
2 am.

awtX...

12th and E. Cherry
Call: EA 2-4428
K>* «« PICKUP AND DELIVERY

philos-

ophy.

Wendland Beezhold, previously a lecturer, will be an associate professor of physics.
Ben Cashman will be an assistant professor of political
science.
Norma Jean Knutzen will be
an instructor of psychology.
Perry J. Nelson, SSG, will be
a new supply sergeant.
THE THEOLOGY department
will gain two instructors, Fr.
Robert J. Egan, S.J., and Fr.
Patrick B. O'Leary, S.J., who
are on leave.
New university lecturers include John R. W. Wilby, a British consul; lecturer-supervisors
Dr. Ray A. Howard, Sister M.
Lawrence Huck, 0.P., and
Florence A. Porter. New lecturers are Sister M. Anne Patrice
Eilers, 0.P., and Sister Rose
Marie Nelson, 0.P., art; Nora
E. Haimberger, German; Sister
Yvonne Leblanc, FCSP, and Sister DamianMcNeil, 0.P., music;
Sister Mary Augusta Mandin,
0.P., French, and Fr. William
Robert Topp, S.J., mathematics.
Departing members of ROTC
are Col. Robert A. Matter, Maj.
Louis Cancienne, Maj. Arthur
Stebbins, Lt. Col. Walter De
Long (who left December 1966),
Sgt. Maj. David Holston, S.
Sgt. Victor Sebastiano and S.
Sgt. Henry Hayes.
FACULTY members from the
School of Commerce and Finance who will leave S.U. are
J. Allen Suver and Dr. Douglas

MacFarlane.

Departing members of the
School of Nursing are Sylvia
Lange, Margaret Sullivan and

across
ACROSS
FROM

BELLARM.NE

Louisa Ann Pierson.
Others leaving S.U. are Virginia Clayton, home economics;
Dr. John O. Spradley, English;
Alan Tyree, mathematics; Dr.
Cruz Mendizabal, language; Dr.
M. Ronald Minge, psychology,
and William A. Pelton, who is
retiring from the School of Education.
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FOR FASHION

VISIT
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Leslie Morgan
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library! Percussion purses, mobile skirts, pant interpreta-
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MarieStanislaw
Stanford

Quarter '67— waiting to create the look so uniquely you!

College Board'67 .the girls with the back-to-books looks!
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Christie Murray

u
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make new ideas. Learn about
fhe Look. The leggy look for '67. The flirty look for coffee
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Welcome to The Gal Shop! Welcome to college! Two
places to meet new friends,
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atmosphere.

Sherry Turner
W. S. U.
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to introduce a vibrant

worlds mterpretively one. Both are special places
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Julie Madsen
U.of W.

Strobe lights flash
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Margaret May
W. S. U.
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THAT'S UNIQUELY YOU...
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Sally LeMay
U. of W.
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Each design and accessory from tweeds to the indispensa 3 e umbrella is selected and coordinated by the members
of our fashion

Girls like yourself.

THE GAL, Second Floor Downtown at the Bon Marche
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TOM SWINT
it is your new
Seattle
home for the next nine
months. What is it like,
what is there to do, what
can you see, and what makes a
By

August 31

August 30, 1967

Set Your Sail for S

good date? Iwill attempt to tell
you.
I require of you only four
things: a sense of adventure,
transportation, a tiny bit of
money and a place to go. Two
of these things Ican take care
of, transportation and things to

do. The other two you will have
to take care of. The sense of adventure and money.
SEATTLE, the city, is in the
top twenty, population-wise (approx. 550,000). It is long and
narrow with many hills running
north and south. Two indentations, one on the west side and
the other on the east, give the
town an hourglass shape from
the air. With several largelakes,
a ship canal, many parks and

distant snow capped" mountains,
Seattle is one of the most beautiful cities on the West Coast.
Students who do not own cars

may find transportation by
double dating or using the Seattle Transit System (the bus).
The bus in Seattle runs at least
every half hour to within six
blocks of any point in the city.
Bus service to S.U. is very good.
A bus leaves downtowneven- 15
minutes for S.U.

THE TRANSIT system also
provides a free guide service.

You call the bus company, tell
them where you are and where
you want to go. They will tell
you which bus to catch, where
and if you have to transfer.
They also have a Saturday or
Sunday pass which allows you
to ride all day for 75 cents. Not
a bad get-acquainted date.
There are some things, Ifeel,
a person should do or see. The
first one, of course, is a visit to
the Space Needle. The best time
to visit the observation deck is
on a clear night about eight
p.m. Second is a walk through
the Arboretum (a zoo for trees)
when the leaves have turned
colors. The late afternoon is
best. If nature is not your call
then you might enjov the Seattle
Public Library on Fourth Ave.
and Madison Street.
The Science Center at the
Seattle Center offers a panorama of man's progress in
science.
Buses whisk students to town in 15 minutes

IF SALT WATER runs in your

veins, a one-day excursion to
Victoria, B. C. aboard the Princess Elizabeth or Marguerite is
just the thing. The cost is reasonable, $7.50 round trip. For

those with tamer taste maybe
a ferry ride to Bremerton. It

leaves on schedule from the foot
of Madison Street at pier 52.
Canoes can be rented at the
U.W. boathouse for a small fee.
The boathouse is behind the
Husky Stadium. Foster Island
is a great place to go.
Those who like a less strenuous form of out door activity
might enjoy a quiet stroll
through Volunteer Park. It is a

Scenic Volunteer Park only blocks away

SpaceNeedle hovers as island in the sky

Hyak Ferry offers

scenic

trip to Bremerto
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Seattle Safari!
nice walk up 12th Ave. and a
page from the past. Woodland
Park Zoo is a great place to
spend a Saturday afternoon with
a special friend. When a short
time is available a visit to Se-

attles' Buddhist temple if you
have never seen one or maybe
over to St. James Cathedral.
WHEN THE GANG gets together and wants to go on a picnic, Golden Gardens is just the

what's going on in Seattle? Well,
both The Seattle Times and
Post-Intelligencer publish a list
of events in the Friday paper.
The P-I's is called "Area 206"
which covers the whole spectrum of events. The Times gives

theirs in each relevant section
of the paper. The T.V. is a good
source. The best, however is
your own group of friends from
the Seattle area. Iwish you
luck at Seattle U. and in discovering Seattle.

place to roast a few hot dogs
and watch the sun go down.
The nearby Government Locks
is the place to watch the small
boats return from a weekend
of sailing.
When some money comes
along and S.U. doesn't want it,
a nice place to eat with a little
romance is the Polynesian
Room with the water front atmosphere. For an evening on
the town, a performance of the
Repertory Theatre and dinner
at the Red Carpet should do the

trick.
Seattle is in the midst of ob-

taining a major league team in
either baseball or football. We
do have a pro basketball team.
The Seattle Sonics. S.U. fields
the best collegebasketball team,
the U.W. the best football team
only because we don't offer any
competition.
WE HAVE lots of drag strips,
tennis courts, and bowling lanes.
Needless to say, with all the
water around, skiing of both
types are popular: water skiing
on Lake Washington and snow
skiing in the mountain passes.
There are many golf courses in

Seattle.

There are a few fairs taking
place around Seattle in the Fall.
Puyallup has a large fair in
September, this would make a
great date on a Saturday. Up

north Monroe has a similar fair.
WHAT ABOUT around campus, just a block or two? First
of all, Downtown Seattle is

blocks away

walking distance from school.
For a place to eat after a dance
or movie? The Pancake House
is convenient and good. It is f
great place to take the folks t(
eat. The Cottage and Tacos
Time are nice in their field
Bob's Place is ok if you misse<
breakfast in the morning bu
that's about all. Dick's am
Ivar's On the Hill are not fa
down Broadway by car.
The Broadway Movie Theatn
shows good shows now and then
It costs only a dollar with th
S.U. student body card. Ther
is a slight chance that a coffe
house might make an appeal

ance on campus.

Now, how do you

find

Boats sail through Ballard Locks.

01

PolynesianRoom offers romantic dining

■Hn tn Rrcmprlnn
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Dollars, Cents and Seattle University
If perchance you have one
extra dollar, begging for good
times, turn to sports page, hiking story.
How to pay for it all?
The big money naturally
eitough comes to the big thinkers, or rather to students who
know how to "program" it. If
you can learn to plot your
budget while carrying on a dis-

creet conversation with the campus computer it may be possible
to stretch your paper route

earnings over four years.
Whisper a few sweet nothings
into the computer's fuse box.
Tickle its transistors. Punch out
hearts and flowers on its IBM
cards.
Two brains are better than
one!

Emphasis on Thinking
By LARRY

plus a one-time $70
reservation fee.
Legend has it that one enterprising Campion Tower resident
earned his room and board
nourishing hybrid tomatoes in a
hydroponic tank on his bookshelf and selling his weekly salad crop to Saga Food Service.
Poor lad might have graduated
too, if he had stuck to tomatoes
instead of rotating his crop to
garlic.
Telephones in dorm rooms
cost $8 a quarter.
Books will cost $30 to $40 or
more each quarter.
Added together and ignoring
for as long as possibleyour personal expenses, the roots of the
financial dilemma total about
$2,100 for dorm students or

ness sports little oatmeal-like

CRUMET

lumps memorializinggallant
fund-raising ventures.
If you're handy with a needle
and thread, learn to remove
splinters from fingers for a fee
or crochet diapers for parakeets or knit sunbonnets for
hard boiled eggs.
Dissected quarterly, tuition is
$350 for new students. Tommy-

S.U. students are characteized by soaring thoughts
and sky rocketing college
expenses.
Remember, "quality education" is expensive you may be
called to testify to the fact in
four years.

-

—

"I'D BEG, borrow, or steal to
come here," quipped a petite
S.U. coed recently. Fortunately,
the "young lovely" probably
won't have to exercise the last
of her proposed options— though
the first two aren't bad
For in truth, the Frederick
and Nelson of Seattle-based colleges does seek to "find a way"
for students, like most of us,
with one foot shuffling in a financial quagmire. Loans are
available! Amen!
Yearly tuition at S.U. is a
wallet-crushing $1,050 for new
students, but a mere $960 for
those of us who snagged a freshman beanie before the fall of
1967.
Like to pole vault over this
lump?

.. .

quarters

hawk another $10 for each additional credit hour past 16. Psst!
a matriculation fee of $10
charged
at your first registrais
tion.
"Regular fees," which pay for

...

library services, building payments, athletic ticket, yearbook,
subscription to The Spectator,
and may even be supporting local units of the C.I.A. are $40

about $1,200 for non-campus

a quarter.
S.U. librarians are ruthless in
collecting 5-cent-a-day fines for
overdue books.

students.

Inexpensiveentertainment can
be purchased for a quarter at
the dorm laundry.A dime more,
and you can watch the dryer
spin around too.
Vending machines will salute
you, which occasionallyis about
all they'll do, when you clink
in a dime to 50 cents for

IN SPITE OF illusions you
may have formed while scouting
the campus hill area,blood cannot be sold to the Seattle Blood
Bank.
Catalog price on room and goodies.
is $863 which may be paid
board
Bus fare downtown is a quarINGENUITY HAS always
kept pace with financial need in quarterlyinstallments of $313, ter if you don't smile at the
at S.U. Our collective conscious- $275 and $205 for consecutive driver, maybe more if you do.
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In Honors Program
By

JUDY YOUNG
"The fastest way to destroy a nation is to set up
the kind of educational system that we have in the U.S.
today."

The above statement didn't
come from a hippie; it came program is to develop in stufrom one of S.U.'s Jesuits. Fr. dents the basic communicative
Thomas O'Brien, S.J., noted skills of writing and speaking.
on campus as the founder and To achieve this goal, the prodirector of S.U.'s honors pro- gram is built upon the dialog
grams, says that he founded the method.
programs in order to test "AmThis means that classes are
erica's higher education."
seminar-type in which students
The two programs are being meet in order to discuss with
offered to S.U. students this fall each other the material they
for the tenth consecutive year. have read. Class periods are
One is the two-year, scholarship two hours. Questions are given
program which entails 14 credit in advance so that students will
hours per quarter, and the other have had time to prepare ansis a one-year, non-scholarship wers. The teacher's role is to
program wherein students take direct the discussion in such a
eight credit hours per quarter. way that clear thinking and precision are demanded of each
BOTH PROGRAMS break student.
Paper conferences are held
down departmental barriers, integrating the various fields of weekly in order to develop stuhistory, literature, philosophy, dents' writing skills. At a papertheology, science and mathe- conference, four or
five students
matics. History can be called
member,
the backbone of the programs meet with a faculty
his
student
reads
approach
and
each
because the historical
paper aloud so that the entire
is used.
Besides integrationof various group may evaluate it.
(Continued on page 13)
fields, a major purpose of the
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Movies, Music, Theaters:

Seattle Definitely Not Dead
-

808 CUMBOW
The S.U. student of discriminating tastes should
have no trouble finding things to do when he arrives
here in the fall. Seattle grew up culturally with the
World's Fair in 1962, and has continued growing ever
since. This year the Queen City will boast a selection
of drama and film to satisfy any college student with
spare time.
Those who prefer off-beat enCINEMA
tertainment, on the other hand,
There are three movie-houses will find an unusual and enterBy

BITE FOR THE BETTER: The big crane is munching on
the old Acme Building to make way for a temporary
parking lot. The three-story brick building, across from
Xavier Hall, was demolished in July.

Honors Program Members Chosen
(Continued from page 12)

Seattle:

Carl Binder,

Seattle

Prep; Michael Carney, Seattle
Prep; Kathleen Frey, Holy Rosary; Sallee LaVallee, S.U.;
Hebrews, Greeks, Romans, Michael Tardiff, Blanchet; Linearly Christians and the medie- da White, S.U., and Carolyne
val, Renaissance and modern Wright, Roosevelt.
From Spokane: Catherine
world.
Bartlett, S.U.; Mary McDonald,
During the coming school- University High School; George
year, 1967-68, Fr. O'Brien will Pemsteiner, S.U., and Robert
be on sabbatical leave, and Mr. Wert, Gonzaga Prep.
James Tallarico will serve as
From other Washington cities:
acting director of both pro- David Benson,
St. Martin's High
grams.
School, Tumwater; Patrick
General honors is still open Derr , Kent Meridian High
to students. The 24-hour course
School, Kent; Philip Foubert,
fulfills 12 hours of core philos- Seattle Prep, Bellevue; Robert
ophy, and for many majors it Maddox, Gonzaga U., Kirkland;
fulfills one other sequence. It Brian Quigley, Woodrow Wilson,
can also count as a minor in Tacoma, and James Tollefson,
humanities. Interested students Cascade, Everett.
should call or write to the honOut of state: Christopher
ors office for an application. Chow, Galileo, San Francisco,
Students may not register with- Calif.; Mary Goulette, Mt. St.
Boulder,
out having applied. The gen- Gertrude Academy,
Colorado; Jack Holly, Immacuis
limited
to
eral honors class
lata Secondary School, Delowna,
20 or 25 students.
8.C.,; Arthur Latterell, Mt. Angel Seminary High School, CotTHE STUDENTS who have tage Grove, Oregon, and John
been accepted as freshmen in Thunemann, Carlmont High
the two-year program are, from School, Belmont, California.

IN BOTH PROGRAMS students are exposed to the thought
and literature of the Hindus,

-

in town that can seriously be taining evening in store for
called "art" theaters. The finest
them Friday and Saturday evenof these is the Ridgemont (7720 ings
at the GranadaOrgan Loft,
Phinney
Greenwood North) on
California Ave., in West
5011
Ridge, where the very moving Seattle.
The Granada shows vinFrench film "A Man and a tage silent films (Lon Chaney,
Woman" is in its tenth month. Rudolph Valentino, Laurel and
The Ridgemont's next attraction Hardy, Charlie Chaplin,Douglas
will be the film version of Peter Fairbanks) backed up by the
Weiss's play-in-verse, "The Per- world's most versatile organ
secution and Assassination of console. At least one visit
to^he
Jean Paul Marat as Performed
is a must for any visitby the Inmates of the Asylum of Granada
or to Seattle.
Charenton under the Direction
THEATER
of the Marquis de Sade."
For the student whose taste
entertainment, SeatTHE UPTOWN THEATER runs to live
a
tle
is
fine
town to be in. The
(511 Queen Anne Ave.) two
Seattle Repertory Theater Comblocks from Seattle Center, is pany
is moving into its Gala
now showing "Barefoot in the
Anniversary Season this
Fifth
Park," a very funny and wellfall,with their largest and finest
done film about a young marri- acting
company to date. The
age. Its coming attractions insix
Company
Rep
clude a British suspense com- evenings and twoperforms
afternoons a
edy, "The Jokers," and the longthrough
awaited screen version of Gra- week from October Center
at
the
Seattle
March
ham Greene'snovel "The Come- Playhouse
onMercer Street. Ticdians," starring Richard Burcan get rather expensive
ton. Elizabeth Taylor, Alec kets
for the student pocketbook, and
Guiness and Peter Ustinov.
the Rep offers any and all
so
The Varsity Theater, in the
for $1.50 each to
University District has screened unsold ticketsappear
at the box
students
who
highly
films
such
successful
as office fifteen minutes before
cur"Georgy Girl" and "The Shametain time with a valid student
less Old Lady." It is now show- body
card.
ing an off-beat film entitled
Quilt,"
"The Crazy
and offers
THIS YEAR the Rep company
continued high-quality films will
perform Shakespeare's most
throughout the year.
popular history play,Henry IV,
Sometime art theaters include Pt. I. in which the hilarious and
the Broadway Theater, an easv popular Jack Falstaff is inwalk north from S.U.. the Guild troduced; Sheridan's endearing
45th near the University District comedy "The Rivals"; Jean
and the Neptune, which is just Anouilh's biting play "The Rearound the corner from the Var- hearsal"; "The Father," by
sity. The Neptune screened a August Strindberg, a tense venhighly successful art-film festi- ture into psychological drama;
val last spring, and another Kaufman and Hart's "You Can't
such venture is expected this Take It With You," and the first
year.
full-scale musical to be performby the Rep. Bertolt Brecht's
ed
FOR THOSE WHO prefer totally enjoyable "Threepenny
spectacle, "Grand Prix" is in Opera."
its seventh month at Martin's
own Teatro Inigo will
Cinerama Theater, midway be- b eS.U.'s
presenting Oliver Goldtween downtown and Seattle smith's "She Stoops to Conquer"
Center on Fourth Ave.
in November. (Students interestSeattle's six downtown the- ed in acting or helping with this
aters show first-run films and production are invited to try-out
long-run films, but are recom- at Teatro Inigo on Sept. 28 and
mended only for the student 29 from 1 to 4 p.m.)
Later in the season, during
with a long-run pocketbook.
winter quarter, the Inigo players will perform Weiss' "Marat
Sade" a controversial and startlinglyoriginal drama which has
provoked much discussion since
its first performanceover a year
ago. The spring production will
be Francois Mauriac's "Asmo-

* Discount to S. U. Students, Faculty
* Special same day service
* Close fo Campus
* 2 blocks from Marycrest

acclaimed productions earlier
this summer of "Luv," "The
Deputy," and "After the Fall"
have already gained for the
company their largest audiences
to date. "The Fantasticks," a
delightful and unusual musical
comedy, is now playing at A.C.
T. Its run will be followed by a
series of performances of Harold Pinter's elusive play "The
Caretaker." A.C.T. is open to
students for $1.50 a person.
In addition to these, there are
four playhouses at the U.W.
which feature student productions of near-professional standing; there is the Cirque Playhouse, which books in a light
vein frequently and features big
name actors; at the foot of the
Space Needle there is the Piccoli Theater which occasionally
sparkles with its amateur productions, and there is the Lyric
Theater, next door to Martin's
Cinerama, which has scheduled
an impressive series of musicals
for this season.

MUSIC
prefer to listen,
who
For those
the Seattle Symphony Orchestra's concerts at the Opera
House in Seattle Center are open
to students at $2.00 ten minutes
before each performance. The
Seattle Opera Society performs
five operas each year, with special rates to students purchasing

group tickets.

THE CORNISH School of Allied Arts, 710 East Roy St., an
easy walk from S.U., sponsors
frequent concerts and recitals,
as does the Music Department

of the U.W.
Seattle also has a Gilbert &
Sullivan Society, which performs one play each year, usuallyin the spring, at the Seattle
Center Playhouse. The G & S
Society offers a special discount
to students and to groups.
For those who have a yen for
something a bit different, there
are frequent poetry readings at
the U.W. and on our own campus. And one can always find
provocative discussions at Le

Rapport Coffee House (on
Queen Anne Hill, next to A.C.T.)
or at our own Chieftain Coffee
House.
All things considered, there
should be little difficulty facing
the college students who quit
their books and seek culture or
entertainment in Seattle.

by

UaHCIC*
M)&W

■ 1209 Madison

A CONTEMPORARY Theater
(A.C.T.), on Queen Anne Hill,
offers drama of high variety for
those who like something distinctively modern. Their much-

Photographs
.1

Jj&Q&

the Teatro is $1.50, $1.25 for stuall students are invited to attend or to participate
in the productions.
dents, and

Welcome To S.U.

I MASTER CLEANERS I
I

dee," a gripping psychological
character study. Admission at

just-pressed look

6 16 */z Broadway
Seattle, Wa. 981 22

Phone EA 4-3906

I
Directly Across from the Main Entrance of Marycrest

MAin 4-6636

I

"Professional Photography with a Personal Touch"
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Con Iron Out Wardrobe Woes

Most of your dates will be
could have
one school-typeoutfitfor special
occasions. If you wear everything regularly to class, you'll be
bored with it come datetime.
You should also get a good dress
—or maybe a suit. And don't
be afraid to go colorful and
stylish!
Use your imagination. Ilike
to call it creative shopping!
Don't be afraid to buy good
clothes, in the long run, they'll
hold up. If you want something
that's faddish, fine, but don't
blow the wad on it. And don't
feel you have to run out and
buy the whole wardrobe right
( malady, especially of
now
girls who have been in a "uni"
for 12 years.) For one reason,
you probably can't afford it, and
for another reason, your "style"
can change from year to year.
casual; maybe you

..

work with them in your own individual style to coordinate and
create the look that's individually and uniquely for you.
But while you're putting together your own wardrobe collage, savingyour favorite things,
there
and making additions
are definitely some essentials.
Let's start with outergear.
No. Seattle doesn't have a million inches of rainfall a year, but
despite everything the Chamber
of Commerce and the state weather bureau say, it seems that it
rains an awful lot here. It's

..

■

pretty misty many a morning.
So you need a good raincoat.
And a carcoat won't do the trick
because your skirts can get
damp when you run from one
building to another, and if you
sit in them for a while, you'll
have some reallymean wrinkles.

RAINCOATS this year look
great, be a swinger and try a
stripe or bold color, wear it on
cool days, and wet ones. But
when cold days come, you'll
need a heavier coat. Don't
people on campus
scrimp.
CAMPUS ATTIRE: Above left, Mary Jo Logan models see youMost
in your coat everyday,
stands
a scotch plaid suit. Above right, Kathy Donahue
on the mall, or in class, so don't
out from the ferns with a dressy tea dress. Below, Rita be afraid to spend a little money
Thomas sports an eye-attracting striped sweater and here.
Next stop, shoes or boots.
skirt.
Walking around in the Wet ruins
shoes, no matter how expensive
only for clothes, not food.
By MARCIA WALDRON
and
made they are. Think
plan
You have to
a wardrobe. aboutwell
good looking boots
When you go to a gro- And
thank goodness the look for
you've got nerve because
cery store, you write up a Fall '67 is one of mix and if
you'll probably get comments as
shoppinglist. Well, if you're match, kind of "sportswear a you walk along the mall. If
heading to college, you la carte." So you can use some you're the timid type, plan to
of shoes
of the things in the closet, and have ato wardrobe
should make out a list, too
some wear when it looks dry
outside, and some for rainy
weather. And then of course,
there's the great lifesaver, the
umbrella. "Brellies" are a necessityin Seattle. They don'thave
to be black, by the way, but
can be any color
this is one
thing you'll use so much, that
No special training in educa- you should definitely pick one to
By MARY ANN FRUSHOUR
The program is suit your style and your wardA tutoring program for tion is required.
interested
in all those who can robe.
children of Seattle's Cen- give two hours a week to take
Ilike small, short ones, with
tral Area will again be con- a special interest in a child who handles so you can hook them
ducted by the CARITAS pro- may have no one else to en- on the chair in front of you in
gram at the St. Peter Claver courage him in his school work. class.
Center. The tutoring program
Tutors are needed inall areas,
was begun by an S.U. student but there is a special need in
OTHER OUTERGEAR to
gloves, textured
four years ago and is staffed the math and science fields. think about
mostly by S.U. students. Last Boys are especially welcomebe- hose if you've got "guts and
scarves,
year more than 500 children and cause many children lack a good looking legs"
male influence in their homes and purses. Shoulder bags are
tutors were involved.
great. They're easy to handle
CARITAS, named for the La- or schools.
During the school year, ses- and good looking.
tin word meaning Christ-like
Some girls carry baskets filllove, is devoted to helping the sions are held Saturdays, 10 to
people of the Central Area who 12 and 1:30 to 3:30, and week- ed with books, and a small
often need special aid to over- days, 3:30 to 5 and on Tuesday, clutch-type of purse.Strawsnags
the nylons, though, if you're not
come the handicaps of poverty Wednesday and Thursday from careful;
try to find some other
meetp.m.
7
to
9
An
orientation
ignorance.
Each
tutor
meets
and
material,
for
those
if you can.
ing
will
be
held
all
week
hours
with
for two
once a
Now to get down underneath
a child whose needs match the interested the last week in Senthat greatcoat of yours. Skirts,
desires and abilities of the tutor. tember, at the Center, 1608 E. sweaters,
exact
time
and
and blouses, are still
a
friendJefferson.
The
that
CARITAS hoDes
Jumpers, comlater.
be
announced
seen
the
most.
date
will
develops
between the tutor
shiD
with blouses or sweaters,
and his child and arranges sev- Tutoring will begin the first bined
or maybe a skirt and matching
eral outings each year to parks week in October.
jacket outfit are good, and while
to
remember
says
provide
an
inCARITAS
and museums to
you're
love
at it, you could pick up
that
"CARITAS"
means
atmosphere
in which tuformal
the matching slacks to put totor and child may get acquaint- and that love is a verb, so GET gether
a pants suit. Slacks are
INVOLVED!

YOU CAN go from flashy, to
tweedy, to totally feminine, to
sophisticated, to school girl very
easily in four years. It takes
time to find your "style." Exnot allowed on campus, but periment, but within reason.
you'll be able to put this kind of
Don't go hog wild on woolens
right away, either. September
outfit to use elsewhere.
Pant dresses, or culottes are and October in Seattle can be
comfortable to sit in, but they balmy— be prepared for warm
should really look like divided weather at first.
skirts not pants for on-campusBUT PART of that must be
wear. There are a lot of them
in the stores these days. The getting to know yourself, and
trick is to get one that's long others. I'm a firm believer that
enough in the torso for you, or vanity is not a sin, sorry about
catechism. It
else it will look ghastly. A-line that, Baltimore
should be, conskirts are the most comfortable, can and really
although even today's so-called sideration of yourself, and con"straight" skirt is fuller at the sideration of and a compliment
to others. That's a great theory,
hem than it used to be.
but
it's reallyhard to look good
And of course, how can you everydayin school.
talk about college wardrobes
And after all, even Aristotle
without talking about dating
said
that personal beauty is a
mean, we all think of
clothes. I
college as the great date-haven, greater recommendation than
anything else!
well, be realistic.

.. .
.. .

...

Tutor Program Aids
Central Area Youths

.. .

—

ed.

...

...

It's BAD LUCK to miss

Friday, October 13
SKI SALE and OPEN HOUSE
Head Ski Movie
Ski Fashions
Refreshments

For Information
Phone EA 9-1488

RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT, INC.
3 Blocks North of Seattle U.
1525 IIth Avenue
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Jail Inmates Discover
Several Ways to Financial Aid Bars No Bar to Study

Loans, Scholarships:

Need help in financing
the next four years of your
life?
For the S.U.-bound student
this should not prove to be a
problem. Many avenues of financial assistance are available.
Scholarships aid many students with a good academic

standing to complete four years
of college with little strain to
their pocketbooks.Students who
maintain a 3.0 g.p.a. are eligible
for assistance under this program. Each year students must
apply for scholarships or for
renewal of their existing scholarships by taking a test and
filling out the parents' confidential statement.
LOW INTEREST loans are
easily obtained by students and
carry with them easy repayment terms.
One of the loan programs

Russell Jones
Realtors

Select Homes and
Investment Properties
Call our
Rental Salesman

JOHN CORL
for Apartments,
Duplex Units or a
Home to Rent

EA 3-0800
220 Broadway East

available is the National De- program of assistance to the
fense loan. Students who choose college student. The loans are
this means of assistance in col- similar to the National Defense
lege can borrow up to $1,000 Loan but are obtained through
each academic year and up to the local banks and paid back
$5,000 for their entire stays in to banks at a much lower intercollege.
est rate than regular bank
Repayment of this type of loans.
STUDENTS applying for any
loan is relatively painless. The
the programs listed above
of
first payment is not due until
must have their parents fill out
a parents' confidential statement and have it filed with the
scholarship and loan office.
Student employment is also
available. Some students can be
placed in jobs on campus under
the work study program and
IF THE borrower joins the others are assisted through the
Peace Corps, VISTA orserves in campus placement service.
Once the parents' confidential
the armed forces immediately
after graduation, the loan need statement has been filled out
not be repaid until the service and submitted to the scholarship
and loan office, a financial asis completed.
Assistance is also available sistance package can be worked
through the Educational Oppor- out for the individual student.
tunity grants. These are funds Such a package might include
made available to students who a scholarship, grant, loan and
would be unable to attend part-time on-campus job. The
school without aid. They range type of aid granted is proportional to the needs of each apfrom $200-$BOO.
Guaranteed loans are another plicant.

nine months after graduation.
If the student is an education
major and teaches following
graduation the borrower will
be relieved 10 per cent per each
year spent in the field up to 50
per cent of the loan.

Grad Students Warned
Finances Now
To Plan
registration,
LIBRARY

of graduate
Upcoming
eventA
ual graduation and graduate school catalogs and scholarship
school entrance are events that information is located at a first
floor office in Xavier Hall and
seem distantly separated.
Yet now is the time to con- is open from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
daily. The office operates dursider graduate school plans. ing
the summer period.
inAnd the surest method to
Forms for applying for Fulform oneself on graduate schools
lies in contacting the Committee bright, Danforth, Rhodes, Maron Graduate Studies andFellow- shall and Woodrow Wilson
scholarships may be obtained in
ships.
All interested students are in- the Xavier Hall office.
Students may also make an
vited to the first meeting of this
appointment for Graduate Comcommittee at 8 p.m. on Oct. 2 mitteeinterviews
if they are inin the Library Auditorium. At
trying
in
terested
for these mameeting
questions
the
student
on how to apply for graduate jor scholarships this fall.
Members of the Committee
school and how to obtain finare:
Chairman Margaret Sulligraduate
for
ancial aid
educavan,
Joseph Gallucci, Dr.
Dr.
tion will be answered.
Martin Larrey, Rev. James
Reichman, Dr. Gerard Rutan,
Dr. Gary Zimmerman and Mrs.
Helen Donoghue.

BEST WISHES FOR THE
NEW SCHOOL YEAR
For 20 years I have been privileged to assist
S. U. students in the purchase of their
Engagement and Wedding Rings.

My policy has always been and still is:
THE FINEST PRECISION CUT DIAMONDS
AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE

Sister Vincent
Named Superior

REHABILITATION: Christina Pavish discusses the "ex-

tension" program with students at the King County
Courthouse.
By KAREN ROSEBAUGH
The Seattle County Jail
System has been constantly seeking ways in which to
improve its rehabilitative
program.
Because of the mounting rate
of arrests and the need for an
extensive therapeutic system
within the city's jail, Jack D.
Porter, KingCounty Sheriff, and
James H. Shaw, a clinical psychologist, began to formulate a
Work Release plan for the jail
in 1963. The goal of the rehabilitative unit wasi and is to steer
the convicted person toward a
more "productive life through
the medium of balanced supportive therapy and confinement."
THE PROGRAM, which was
initiated in 1964, is presently
under the direction of C. James
Coughlin, an S.U. graduate. According to Coughlin, Seattle's
Work Release is the only professional one of its kind in the
United States. It has a staff of
13, eight of whom are psycholo-

—

—

Sister Mary Vincent, a Ugan- gy therapists.
"The 'segregated' inmates in
dan nun studying English at
S.U., was elected the mother- the Work Release Program live
general of her order this sum- under dormitory conditions.
There are no locks on their
mer.
Sister Mary's order is a com- doors, and they are allowed to
munity of 6,000 native Ugandans move freely within a certain
who teach and nurse in their area of the jail," said Coughlin.
Coughlin is a man who, like
country. She learned of her appointment in a telephone call Porter and Shaw, seeks ways to
from Kenya a week after the improve the program's rehabilitative methods. This year he
election results were in.
Sister Mary, who lives at asks the aid of S.U. students.
Providence Heights College near His need: for undergraduates,
Issaquah, came to S.U. in 1964. grads or faculty members to
Her home is Ssess. the larg- teach or lecture in the jail's
est Island in Lake Victoria and Work Release unit.
His reason: "The average age
she is a member of the Baganda
of the men involved in this protribe.
The new mother-generalplans gram is from 18 to 22 years.
to continueher stay at S.U. until The crimes committed range
from misdemeanors such as
she obtains a degree.

—

512 Broadway East

EA 4-4410

FIRST BANK CARD OR TERMS

The Delightful Fragrance
so

noticeable on campus is due
to the proximity of

CASE FLORIST
Only two blocks west
on Madison

Use Spectator Classifieds

PROMPT DELIVERY— OPEN SATURDAY
MA 3-2743
or

1014 Madison

PR 8-7852

driving while under the influence of liquor, to felonious deeds
—burglary or car theft. Inmates
in the Work Release Program
need a way to utilize their time.
For the younger inmates it is
necessary to find people their
own age. Connections with college students would be rewarding. It would aid those young
people who have had their first
'brush' with the law."
COUGHLIN has placed David
Mehus in the position of adviser
for the education program. Accordingto Mehus, there has been
a noticeable and apparent
change in the men involved with
the program. "One man showed
great pride in being able to say

a few lines in Spanish to his
friend." Mehus went on to say
that the courses gave the men

"something to look forward to
something worthwhile to do
...
with their time."

At present S.U. students, all
undergraduates, are teaching
classes in history, current
events, philosophy, painting,

sculpturing, English and speech.
The courses are offered one to
three hours weekdays and Saturday.
Also included in the Educational Extension Program are
guest lectures from the S.U. faculty. Mr. Robert Harmon, S.U.
associate professor of history,
offered two lectures on early
Egyptian history which the inmates enjoyed greatly.
NEW ASPECTS are planned
for the program this coming
fall. Travel slide lectures from
students who have traveled extensively throughout the U.S.,
South America and Europe will
be offered.
Work Release history students
will tour Seattle's Underground
City and the Museum of History
and Industry. The painting and
sculpturing students will tour
the many and varied cultural
art centers in the Seattle area.
There has been a substantial
amount of responsefrom schools

and business establishments
through donations of materials
needed in the Work Release
Unit. The Meadowdale High
School Girls' Club has begun
collecting books for the establishment of a library.The Girls'
Club has also donated a record
player and plans to begin a collection of records this fall.
J. K. Gill and Company has
given paper and book binders
for the furtherment of the Edu-

cational Extension Program,
and has offered more support.
Those persons interested in
working with the program
should contact Christina Pavish,
SU 3-8646.

ROTC
WELCOMES THE CLASS OF
1971
ROTC OFFERS THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES FOR FRESHMEN
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S. U. Cadets Capture Honors at Summer Camp
Cadets from the S.U. Army ROTC program scored
high again this year at Summer Camp. The students
attending camp were the 72 members of the junior class,
the first year of advanced ROTC.
During their six weeks at Ft.
Lewis, Washington, the junioF Borden, Roger Christianson, Edcadets from all the Army ROTC ward Constantine, Michael Davprograms at colleges and uni- is and Michael Dolan.
versities in the Sixth Army unMichael Fallon, James Fisher,
dergo an intensive training and William
Granville, James Griftesting program.
fin, Alfred Hall, Kenneth Hitch,
Francis Hrnicek, Lawrence
THE CADETS, divided during Kirchoff and Robert Klee.
camp into platoons of about
William Kuhns, Paul Lenze,
fifty men, are eligible for a
Maddock, John Martin,
David
Regular
commission in the
Army if they place on the top Michael Mitchell, Robert MontWayne
one-third of their platoon, and calm, Gregory Nagel,
John
RaPuckett,
Pyatt,
John
for
disthe
are recommended
tinguished Military Student doll, John Rosell, Dennis Thornton and Carroll Wheeldon.
award.
Receiving this award from
THE HIGHEST possible score
Seattle University were Martin from S.U. out of one hundred
Ancich, Roger Anderson, Hugh

the entire summer camp, was
achieved by Paul Lenze, with a
total of 90 points.
The average cadet at the 1967
Summer Camp scored 66.02
points, while the average score
of the S.U. cadets was 71.19.
Other awards were DistinHugh
guished Cadet Medal
Bangasser, William Kuhns and
James Rhodes; Military Proficiency Medal— John Radoll and
James Rhodes, and Superior
Hugh
Marksmanship Award

—

—

Bangasser.
On the Physical Combat Proficiency Test, S.U. averaged 409
points out of a possible 500.
Hugh Bangasser placed highest
with a score of 490.
Five cadets received commissions at the end of camp. They DIRT ENCRUSTED: Above: Cadet Mike Kissler squirms
were: Michael Davis, Joseph
camp training
Fitterer, Michael Lyons, Ed- through a low crawl on the summer
prepares
to scoot
Bangasser, Arthur Bobb, James points for performance during ward Mooney and Denis Pickett. course. Below, Cadet John Dubrovin
over dirt hump and enter a tank trap.

Read 5.000 W.P.fflL?

TIM H. JOBE, SENIOR AT BELLEVUE CHRISTIAN SCHOOL,
REPORTS THE FOLLOWING:
"Before Istarted the Evelyn Wood ReadingDynamics course my reading rate was
under 300 words per minute. After completing eight 3-hour classes Ican now
read depth material at 2,500 or more and light reading at over 5,000 words per
spend on homework
minute with increased comprehension. The amount of time I
has been greatly reduced.
Reading has now become an experience, rather than a chore. The value Ihave
received in this course has made it the most worthwhile class I've ever attended
andhas opened new possibilities for me inmany areas."
Here are the beginning and ending speeds, in words per minute, of a typical cross
sectionof a recent Reading Dynamics class:
Beginning
Beginning
Speed
Comprehension

Lois Mains, University Student
Kathleen Stebbins, Homemaker
David Liddell,High School Student
David Moore, Technician

372

234
247
... 504

Darryl West, High SchoolStudent
Wayne Murray, Doctor
Andy Bell, High School Student
Roy Damonte, Christian Ed.Director
Bruce Foreman, Minister
Paula Foreman, Homemaker
Larry Johnson, High School Student

127
379
330
358
382
230
90

.
...

80%
90%
70%
90%

60%
55%
37%
27%
55%
32%
35%

Ending
Speed

Ending
Comprehension

3887
2870
4000

80%
88%
78%
98%
78%
83%
83%
77%
89%
77%

2100

7170
7653
5000
4415
3021
3703

3826

68%

STUDY TECHNIQUES STRESSED

Comprehension and recall are two areas of performance most improved. A large percentage of Evelyn
inWood's Reading Dynamics graduates are students and professional people. They say thai theirmore
is
creased ability to understand and remember what they read, even detailed technical material,
valuable to them than their basic skills and study techniques with special sections on novel and article
reading, and there is continual emphasis on recall.
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics is the ONLY reading course in the world offering a lifetime privilege
of continued reading instruction without additional cost.

GUARANTEE AND REFUND POLICY
Reading Dynamics guarantees to increase the reading efficiency of each student at least 3 times with
good comprehension, and we will refund the entire tuition to any student who, after completing minimum class and study requirements, does not at least triple his reading efficiency as measured b/
beginning and ending tests.

Undergraduates Get
Freedom from Draft

The U.S. Congress main- legiate buffer between the stuand his draft board.
tained the status quo in dent
As of July, college men
draft regulations last June. breathed easier because the
As a result, college students no draft quotas had about reached
longer face local draft boards dead-end in the number of males
ready to greet them with bay- available. Military forces in
onets due to academic slumps Vietnam were approaching 600,or failure of a selective service -000.
test.
The Congress axed the controversial selective service test. It
had required a score of 70 or
better for the student to be automatically deferred. If the college male took that test and
ended up below 70 then his class
ranking determined his security
stay at school.
Rankings were an elaborate
affair based on grade-point average and total credit hours. As
of Fall Quarter, S.U. will not
send student rankings to the
draft board.

NORMAL PROGRESS toward
a degree and tenure at a university will affect a student's
draft status.
Making understandable progress toward a degree is defined
as completing three quarters
with at least 12-hour credit load
each quarter.
After a student successfully
finishes a full academic year,
he is given a 11-S deferment.
This is no guarantee of draft exemption but it does place a col-

THE ONLY method of further
escalating the draft calls and
raising the numbers in Vietnam
lay in activating the reserves
or inducting students. Politicians ruled both these alternatives out, thus leaving the student free of military duty.
Though a college career eliminates imminent military service,

most students will join eventually. One way to prepare for
that military time is to join the
voluntary Army ROTC program
at S.U. Graduates of the ROTC
training receive commissions as

second lieutenants.
Even those who do not enroll
in the ROTC program full time
may now attend Military Science courses as auditors. It
could be informative and beneficial for the college student to
understand some basic military
thought through the study in
these classes.
For when a student is granted
a deferment, his draft eligibility
age is upped from 26 to 35. At
one time or another, the military calls— imperatively.

NOW REGISTERING FOR SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER CLASSES

WELCOME BACK CHIEFS

CALL, WRITE OR VISIT for:
FREE BOOKLET CLASS SCHEDULE

BROADWAY CENTRAL FLORISTS

-

(hveljn {-Wood

READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE

4th and Pike Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 98101

MA 3-1563

We please people through a delightful
atmosphere provided by the most
complete floral service in town
EA 4-3600
CH
3-2818
410 Broadway East
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Basketball-That's Only a Part
Of Spectacle of Home Games

By TERRY ZAREMBA
S.U. basketball games
have traditionally been
considered to be more than
just interesting sporting
events. They are in the true
sense of the term "social functions" at which even the girls
who can't tell a double dribble
from a heavy drool can and do
enjoy themselves.
One of the reasons the games
are such outstanding events is
the quality of the facility in
which they are played. The
Seattle Center Coliseum is the
home floor of the Chieftains and
it is considered to be one of the
finest indoor sports arenas in
the country.
The Coliseum is only five years
old, having been built in conjunction with the Seattle World's
Fair of '62. The structure can
seat over 14,000 people for basketball and nary a pillar or
beam is there to obstruct an
onlooker's view.
LaCOUR SETS TO DRIVE: Jim LaCour fakes one way
opponent.
FROM THE Coliseum's para- and goes another against a baffled LaSalle
baloid roof hangs a newly in- In the background can be seen the Chieftain bench and
stalled Scoreboard. This massive part of a typically large crowd in the Seattle Coliseum.
instrument keeps the audience
briefed on the score, the time
S.U.'S BAND, cheerleaders the Chiefs will stage thirteen
left to play, the team fouls committed, personal fouls as they and song leaders add sound, games at the Coliseum. The
on December 2,
color and excitement to the opener will be
are committed and more.
University
against
of New
the
halftime
shows
spectacle.
The
There is almost always a size- range
Mexico Lobos.
presenthe
formal
from
games.
at
the
home
able crowd
An average of over 8,500 fans tation of the Homecoming queen
watched each home game last and her court to turtleraces and
Soccer Issue Clouded
season as the Texas Western folksinging.
The status of soccer as a
Last, but not least, exciting
game sold out and Brigham
is still very
sport
12,500
Young University drew
and well-played basketball mark much at S.U.Last
year conclouded.
partisans.
the Chieftain games. This year
siderable enthusiasm met a
proposal that perhaps soccer
could be made a varsity

Hey, You! Be a Hiyu!

The finer things in life are still only a dollar.For the price of
10 banana popsicles or 1/10 of a lab fee, it is possible to flee the

—

trappings of society, trudge through mountainousverdantry, escape

from neurotic roommates and commune with nature all during
one hilarious hike.
Trips are scheduled for every other Sunday, (occasionally for
an entire weekend) usually to the Snoqualmiearea. Transportation
is $1; boots are required in the winter. The hikes are from 3-5
miles, but the pace and distance is up to the individual. Sign-up
sheets are posted in the L.A. bulletin board the Monday before
each hike.
On the first weekend of the school year, Sept. 29-Oct. 1, the
Hiyu Coolees will hike 4 miles to Sumner Land, near Mount
Rainier. Sign-ups are from Monday-Thursday noon, Sept. 25-28 in
the L.A.

sport

This summer S.U.'s Athletic Board was to have decided whether or not it is
feasible to make soccer a
varsity sport. Evidentally the

decision has been made, but
cannot be announced until
cleared with Fr. Fitterer, the

President of S.U.
The three students in
charge of the soccer program
are Paul Bader, Joe Zavaglia

and Jim Lynch. More information about the program
should be available when
school starts.

Chieftain Teams Excel
In Four Varsity Sports
S.U.,

under Athletic Director

Ed O'Brien, has a limited, but
extremely successful, sports program. The school competes officially in four sports: basketball,
tennis, baseball and golf.
S.U. has a winning tradition in
each sport, though every year
each team must fight through a
tough schedule. The basketball
team, for instance, has not had
a losing season in 17 years even
though it has played the top
teams in the country.

LAST SEASON the Chieftain
cagers achieved an 18-8 won-lost
record and were invited to the
NCAA regionals. No fewer than
seven former Chieftain dribblers
will be displaying their talents
as professional players this coming season.
The seven players, the years
graduated and the teams they
will perform for, are ElginBaylor ('5B), Los Angeles Lakers;
Eddie Miles ('63), Detroit Pistons; John Tresvant ('64), and

Tom Workman ('67), St. Louis
Hawks; Charlie Williams ('65)
and Plummer Lott ('67), Seattle
Sonics, and Malkin Strong ('67),
Baltimore Bullets.
S.U.'s tennis coach, Cliff Hedger, has, for the time being, an
"easy racket." Last year he
led the Chieftain netters to an
18-2 won-lost mark and this year
he has highly-rated Tom Gorman and five other lettermen
returning.
THE BASEBALL team under
Coach Ed O'Brien finished with
four straight victories to post a
20-10 record. No less than 12
lettermen will return when the
Chieftain batsmen turn out for
practice next spring.
The golf team suffered through
one of its worst seasons in many
years, as the duffers could
come up with only a 4-7 record.
This season Coach Page will
have three returning lettermen
and several excellent sophomores to help get back on the
winning trail.

THE CELLAR
Between Madison & Union
on 14th

"Within Walking Distance"

Welcome Back
To the center of activity
for those who think young!

Dancing and Fireside Chats
Provide the friendly
atmosphere in town

Stroke of Good luck:

S. U. Crew Initiates Third Year

CREW PRACTICING: S.U. rowers pass over the water of the Montlake Cut which
joins Lake Washington and Lake Union.
the U. W. football stadium as they glide
The coaches, Charles Mclntyre
equipment, a new eight-oared
By ED McCORMICK
through
and
Jim Gardiner, have impres$2700,
shell,
for
raised
Rowing
Though the S.U.
sive
credentials. They have a
community
donations.
Association is only two
There is a rigorous training combined total of 43 years of
years old and has a limited schedule to put the rower in top rowing experience which inbudget, it has progressed shape. The training program cludes Olympic GoldMedals and
in European and American Chamrapidly in size and stature. Last lasts throughout the year
spring S.U.'s lightweight rowers the fall it consists of running pionships.
The first meeting of the Rowcame within one second of win- and rowing; in the winter the
ing
weights,
Sprint
Regatta
work
and
Association will be shortly
rowers
with
ning the Western
in February they begin to work after registration. The fall proat Long Beach,Calif.
gram will conclude with a reThe trip to Long Beach was again on the water.
gatta inNovember and inspring
only
Prospective
with
the
rowers
should
be
the aid of
made
alumni, the community and the "around" 6 ft. tall and 175 lbs. the Western Sprint Regatta will
rowers themselves. The Associa- in weight and should have an be held in Seattle.
An impressive showing in this
tion leases its equipment from interest in athletics. Experience
Very
few
of
meet
could mean a berth in the
necessary.
Washington
Rowing
is not
the Lake
Trials to be held in
Club. This fall the Association the rowers had had experience Olympic
June.
team.
turning
out
for
the
purchase
piece
its
first
of
before
will

—
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Buckwalter Appraises Team
points out that the six Chieftains who graduated last year
contributed an average of 55
points per game out of an average of 78.8 scored per game.
To effectively replace these
seniors the three juniors on last
year's team will have to come
through like firecrackers on
July Fourth.
Besides LaCour, the two seniors-to-be are John Wilkins and
Steve Looney. All three have
seen considerable action the
past two seasons and are classy
players.
LaCour, from Downey, Calif.,
scored well (9.42 points per
game) on his soft-touch jumpshots last year. He is a steady
player and is aggressive on de-

19

Yachters SailinNationals
At Long Beach

fense.

BASKETBALL HIERARCHY: Athletic Director Ed
O'Brien and Head Coach Morris Buckwalter meet the
press in the Campion Tower Lobby.
Last season, on their way to
S.U.'s personable new
an 18-8 record and a post-season
basketball coach, Morris bid,
had a startBuckwalter, will tell you ing the Chieftains
five that had three 6 "7"
that his number one prob- front court players (Tom Worklemright now is to recruit some man, Malkin Strong, and Jim
good big men. "We want to run, LaCour), and a jumbo 6'4"
and if we don't get some big guard in Plummer Lott.
men, we'll be running without
Only LaCour is left from this
the ball," the tall mentor com- group.
mented.
COACH BUCKWALTER

Intramural

Sports
■

to Beqin Soon
m

Fall Quarter intramurals are were the champs as they finscheduled to begin soon after ished high in each sport toedge
classes start, according to Mr.
Barney Koch, S.U.'s director of out the Nads and the Trillos in
intramurals. Mr. Koch again the team race. These three
plans to have 16 teams compete teams are again expected to be
strong contenders.
for an "all-sports" trophy.
Any freshman interested in
The two fall sports will be
football and volleyball. Basket- participating i n intramurals
ball will fill the slate winter should see Mr. Koch in Pigott
quarter, then softball, tennis, 561 as soon after school starts
golf and intramural track will as possible. Again, as last year,
be on the agenda in spring.
there will be a 20 man per team
Last year the Chamber D.J.'s limit.

Spring-legged John Wilkins
was the "sixth man" for the
Chieftains last season. Even
though he is only 6' 3", John rebounded exceptionally well last
year, often against much taller

opponents.

Coach Buckwalter has nothing
but praise for Steve Looney, the
six-foot guard who plunked in
an average of 11.50 points per
game last year. "He has fine
talent and leadershipqualities,"
says Buckwalter of his team
captain.
ANOTHER CHIEFTAIN guard
that could come a long way
this year is Tom Little, the leading scorer on last year's freshman team with a 21 points-pergame average. Little is from
Mackin High School in Washington, D.C., and played on the
only team which has defeated
a team that Lew Alcindor has
played on.
Comment: If Coach Buckwalter can obtain help for LaCour
and Wilkins up front the Chieftains will be tougher than fried
stewing chicken.

AT LONG BEACH: Boats swing from the leeward into
the windward and toward the finish. Lloyd Brodniak of
the S.U. Yacht Club is in the boat at the far left.
WILLIAMS
Sailing
S.U.
Club
The
placed tenth in a fleet of 12
in the Inter-Collegiate Yacht
Racing Association's North
By DENNIS

American Championships this
summer. The series of races
was held June 19-23 in Long
Beach, Calif.

Although it was not spectacularlyimpressive, the tenth place
achieved by the Seattleites was
two places better than the team
finished last year (the first year
S.U. attended) and one place
better than the U.W. placed this
year. The U.W. has dominated
Northwest collegiate racing for
several years, so beating them
was some consolation to the
S.U. sailors.

THE COMPETION was of
and di-

two types: team racing
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ONE BOOK NO STUDENT SHOULD BE WITHOUT
A checking account makes good sense. Your money is
safe and readily available, and you have a legalrecord
of every bill you pay. When you come to Seattle University, stop in and open your account at your nearest
Pacific National branch. Or, save time by mailing the
coupon at right and have your account ready when you
arrive. Mail it today!
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Sfe PACIFIC" NATIONAL
BANK
"

convenientlocations MemberF.D.I.C. Member Federal Reserve System

vision racing. The team racing
started Monday, June 19, and
lasted two days. In team racing
four boats comprise a team and
two teams vie in each race.
The object is to place your
team collectivelybetterthan the
opposing team. Members of the
same team can work together
to force a member of the opposing team to fall behind them,
thereby improving their own position. For this series S.U. and
U.W. formed the northwest
team.
In the first race the northwest
team finished 1, 3, 4, 5 to beat
the southwest team (Florida
State and Tulane). In the next
race the northwest team was
paired against a joint team of
U. of Southern Cal.-U. California
at Long Beach and were soundly defeated. Later in the afternoon the northwest team lost
again and was eliminated.

NEXT ON THE agenda was
the division racing. In this classification, one boat from each
school participates in each race.
The object is to finish as high
as possible, but there are no
teammates to help out. There
were two divisions: Lloyd Brodniak and Mike Welsch were in
one and Patty Auld and Dennis
Williams in the other.
There were 24 races in all,
with 12 in each division. The
results of both divisions for each
school are added together and
the school with the most points
wins. USC won handily, beating
runner-up Princeton by over 30
points.
The S.U. Yacht Club will be
striving to qualify again next
year and improve its standing
another two places.
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Desk Lamps & Accessories
Wasteßaskets
Drug Sundries
Stationery
Mattress Covers
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SOME OF MANY ITEMS
AVAILABLE
Men's Women's Gym Uniforms

/
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Men's Underwear & Socks
Ladies' Nylon Hosiery
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services
Special Orders on Books and
Phonograph Records
Check Cashing
Magazine Subscriptions Featuring
Special Student Rates on
Many Publications
Plastic Laminating of Cards and
Documents
Gift Wrapping
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To accommodate the new %
students and their parents, :|:£
we will be open Friday, |j:;
Sept. 22, from TO a.m. to
4:30 p.m., and Saturday,

Sept. 23, from 10 a.m.
4:30 p.m.

to
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\Ay— UNIVERSITY —BOOKSTORE
/

On Campus

Kitty-Corner From the Pigott Building

One-Half Block North of Bellarmine Hall

